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This month’s meeting

Dance is a universal language which gathers the whole humanity in friendship and peace...

To keep on paying tribute to dance and to celebrate its universality,
which overcomes political, cultural and ethnical barriers, join

 CONECTANGO®
A TANGO EXPERIENCE IN FRANCE



What is it that is so captivating in this 19th-century dance,
danced by more and more people throughout the world?

This Tango Experience is an invitation to live beyond this dance,
 to benefit from its magic be surprised by its charms.

"I am having a hard time; Tango is very difficult..."

Tango is very enjoyable when it is experienced as a form of communication, 
of self-expression and common creation.
It is a way of being that allows to socialize

and to create with the other, while integrating diversity.

The 8 Conectango® events
are the steps of a progressive evolution

that allows to learn technique without neglecting pleasure.

A weekly proposal over 2 months.

During each meeting, we explore presence,
Self-awareness, self-expression,

empathic interaction, dialogue and link.

Each SUNDAY – 4pm - 5.30pm 
Hôtel Maleteste - Les Amis du 7

7 rue Hernoux 21000 Dijon – FRANCE



Program and prices

To the attention of Tango dancers as well as non-dancers.
The only requirement is to be willing to live something very different.

« Join us! I Will accompany you with joy and very good vibrations. »

Clarissa Machado

Life dancer, Dance Movement Therapist R-DMT,

Life dancer, Dance Movement Therapist R-DMT,
Specialist in Tango Sistema Dinzel, Specialist in Psycho-gerontology



To book

clabmachado@gmail.com
www.clarissa-machado.com.ar

With Tango for Seniors

Dance is every day at Fedosad Horizon Dijon, at MBV, at ISATIS,
at OSE in Strasbourg and also at the Hospices Civils of Lyon, in Mailly-le-Château,
in Étais-la-Sauvin, in Brochon, at COS St-Philibert and at La Providence, in Dijon...

But also at the MuséoParc Alésia

To find out more

ABB Reportages
7 rue Hernoux

 21000 DIJON - FRANCE
anne.bramardblagny@gmail.com

www.abbreportages.fr
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